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It has long been my personal belief that Preschool is for Everyone. It certainly benefits each

inhabitant of areas where young children become more intelligent, more independent, and

more giving. But Preschool itself - the animal of it - offers lessons of shared experience, of

rigorous play, and of hands-on experimentation that each of us would be wise to follow. I know

that at its strongest, theodore. will reflect this philosophy. Creative work made by and for

everyone in our school. It’s an ambitious goal to be sure, but Teddy Bears have never been ones

to back away from a challenge.

 Our inaugural year of volumes will focus on the spectrum of colors - one by one - that fill our

worlds and ignite our imaginations. In exploring RED, contributors (made up of EMELC staff,

students, and their families) touch on the boldness and brilliance of perhaps the rainbow’s

most passionate color. Heat, bravery, strength, and alertness are all threads that weave

through the writing and art we are all so lucky to have in this collection. Enjoy!

Graciously,

“Mister Ben” Collinsworth 

Dearest reader,

     Welcome! And thank you for picking up (or more

appropriately, clicking on) the very first issue of theodore. For

over a decade, the dedicated staff at Emily Meschter Early

Learning Center (EMELC) have left no stone unturned in the

search for new ways to connect the learning and creativity of our

young students, vibrance and culture of their incredible families. I

t’s my hope that this publication will continue in that tradition, and open up entertaining

opportunities to build community. If you enjoy what you find in these pages - if it amuses or

inspires you - I hope you’ll consider submitting to subsequent issues of theodore. 
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Opal with Spicy Red Chilies 

from Tata's Garden

photography

Nicolas Breckenfeld



story
Jesus F., with characters from Marvel Comics

     Spider-Man was drawing the spider webs and then

he was swinging in the spider webs. He was looking for

Venom and then Green Goblin threw the pumpkins at

him and he got a spider web and flinged it and Green

Goblin fell. Venom was coming and Spidey called the

police but Venom got giant and Hulk threw him to

outer space. And they all went home.

Spider-Man!

Stinky Red Trash
Easton L.

A long time ago I found a dark, dark thing and I got lost

in it. But I found someone's old red shoes. They were so

stinky. I put them in a trash can. I found more stinky

shoes of different colors. A pile of them! I needed

someone's help putting them in the trash. Then I found

a phone that wasn't broke and I called someone on it.

Someone answered the phone. They knew where I was

and they came to help me. That's my story.



puzzle
Jessica Jankowski-Gallo

How

many

red

items

can

you

find

with

Ms.

Maria

in her

red

shirt?

Answer: 14



2 cups all purpose flour.

1 cup salt.

1 Tablespoon vegetable oil.

1 cup water.

I packet red Kool-Aid unsweetened 

Directions

Stir together water, oil, and drink mix in a medium bowl.

Stir together flour and salt in a large bowl. Add water

mixture to flour mixture, and stir well. Mix with hands

until combined and smooth, 3 to 5 minutes. 

 

Why Playdough?

While poking, rolling, and squishing playdough, young

children develop the small muscles in their fingers and

hands. They also gain strength and improve dexterity in

their hands and fingers, which are critical areas of

physical development for writing, drawing, and other

purposes. Playdough is also a relaxing activity that an

energetic child can do to calm their bodies!

recipe
RED Scented Homemade Playdough 

Dr. Sue Shinn



A Butterfly

A Crabart

Carter S.



poetry

Pizza!
Brooke H., Sarjo J., & Cali L.

Pizza sauce goes on pizza.

The pizza gets hot.

Then the pizza builds a box.

The pizza went inside the box.

The man delivers pizza to

Another house.

Other people eat it.
Haiku
Opal B.

Poem. That's just one

Word. There's an O,P on the

Stop sign, like my name.

If kids taste it, it would be really hot.

It's red like a truck. 

It makes you - 

Euckhh! 

- burn your tongue.

Hot Sauce
Jacob N.



A few years ago as my wife, Amy and I exchanged

stories of our workdays, she lamented the dynamic

around a particular project at her non-profit job that

was meant to be a group effort. Basically, Amy was

putting in the effort, and others were benefitting from

the job well done.

"You're just like the Little Red Hen!" I summarized, to

show I was listening and feeling sympathetic.

"Yeah, I guess," Amy briefly paused in her account. "I

am kind of like a busy little chicken."

I tried to reissue the cultural reference which, I had

previously believed, was universally recognized. "No.

The Little Red Hen. From the story."

essay Busy Little Chickens;

(Re)reading The Little

Red Hen
Ben Collinsworth



     The look of inquisitive unknowing on my wife's face in that

moment gave me a particular excitement. The feeling a

Preschool teacher gets when he is able to share a classic

story with an adult for the first time. It's the look that led me

to orate The Bremen Town Musicians to a group of college

classmates, and to shove a copy of Harold and the Purple

Crayon into a co-worker's hand. When you grow up around

stories - when you live and breathe them as part of your life's

work - you tend to enjoy finding the places they're needed

the most.

     

     In case you are similarly unfamiliar, The Little Red Hen

centers around the titular farm bird who wakes one morning

with a hankering for carbohydrates (relatable.) Most often

this is bread, though it's sometimes corn muffins and, in the

version by Philemon Sturges, a pizza. The hen attempts to

recruit her fellow animals (Dog, Cat, Pig, Donald Duck in his

first cartoon appearance) to help her in the steps of making

the food from scratch but at each stage their answer is "Not

I." They won't help thrash the wheat, knead the dough, or

bake the loaf, but they sure enough would love a slice of the

finished product.



     The next day I scanned the school library shelf for a

retelling of The Little Red Hen and found a version from Jerry

Pinkney's masterfully illustrated series of fairy tales and

fables. I signed out the picture book and slipped it into my

bag to take home.

     That evening's impromptu Story Time between two adults

with no children generated as much conversation as any

Early Childhood circle time.

      "Punks," scolded Amy whenever the other animals shirked

on the opportunity help the Hen prepare her bread, "What

are you even doing?!" At last, when the bread came out of

the oven, and the hardworking Hen's neighbors gathered

around with watering mouths, her hand stopped mine from

turning the page. "Wait. She's not going to let them eat it, is

she?"

 

 

     



My fingers lost their grip on the paper as I fixed myself in

thought. I realized that for all my excitement and reverence

over this particular tale, I couldn't remember how it ended.

    Pause here, close your eyes if you need to and ask

yourself - in your remembered version of The Little Red Hen,

does she share the bread, or eat it herself? Which ending do

you prefer? Which would you tell to a classroom of children?

To your colleagues in a group project?Which lesson needs to

be taught, and why? All right. Turn the page.



next 
issue:
ORANGE
Fall approaches, and we are looking for your creative work

inspired by that most autumnal of tones. Pumpkins,

clementines, cheetahs, Home Depot, whatever the

infamously unrhymable color stirs in you. Submissions from

EMELC staff, students, and family members are due to

benjamin.collinsworth@fwusd.org

by September 24, 2021 at 5:00pm

thanks
for
reading!


